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Introduction 
 
Evolving Words is a poetry writing and performance project that engaged 14-25 year olds in 
celebrations to mark Darwin200 in six UK cities. Participants worked with a poet and a 
science educator in each city to produce poetry to read, perform, film and share online. Each 
intervention consisted of a short series of visits, observations, discussion and creative writing 
workshops. One or more performances at local Darwin200 themed events were organised by 
each of the partner institutions, poets and others. Poems were selected as „scripts‟ for films 
made by young filmmakers in collaboration with each city‟s group. The aims and objectives 
are detailed in Appendix 1. 

In January 2009 an advisory group of young people who had been involved in the pilot project 
at the Roundhouse in 2007 offered insights and recommendations for the national project. 
They met twice at Wellcome Trust with the Darwin200 team. In February the poets and 
scientists met to share knowledge and experience at the genome research centre, the Sanger 
Institute at Hinxton in Cambridgeshire. The experience was mutually motivating and inspiring, 
with the poets and scientists bonding over debates about language and theories, creative 
enquiry, facts and fictions. 

 

We were joined by Darwin‟s great great-grandson Randal Keynes who reminded us of Darwin 
the young man, who was told he was a failure by his father, dropped out of medical school 
and went off on an `extended gap year‟ – his life-changing voyage on The Beagle. Scientists 
from the institute also joined us for a Cafe Scientifique discussion led by Daniel Glaser from 
the Wellcome Trust. Celebrated performance poet Michael Horowitz joined the group to share 
work during the evening session. 
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Seeing the commitment and development of the participants, working with scientists and poets and 
seeing how easily they can cooperate and inspire and inform each other – the Sanger experience was 
fantastic for this and a personal highlight of the whole experience.  
David McClay, Curator, National Library of Scotland 
 

The regional projects took place between February and November 2009. On 19 November a 
selection of the written, film and live performance work was showcased at a public event at 
the Wellcome Collection. Soweto Kinch, an award winning writer and musician was 
commissioned to write a new work inspired by Darwin, which was premiered at this event. 
The Forum space in the gallery was transformed by a set/installation that reflected the 
project‟s theme. The Evolving Words website www.evolvingwords.org was developed during 
the project and is now a platform for all the written and live work generated during 2009.  
 
 
Participants: Partner organisations, young people, poets, scientists and other Darwin 
specialists 
 
The fifteen partners included five museums, three universities, two festivals and five arts 
organisations. A list of these is included in Appendix 2. The Wellcome Trust gave invaluable 
support through their Darwin200 and Events teams. 
 
75 young people participated in the workshops across the six cities and 55 completed the 
project. To summarise, there was an overall even representation across gender, age and 
ethnic diversity (the latter reflected local demographics). The project was delivered outside of 
any school/university hours. 

The six poets recruited to lead the workshops were identified through the Project Director‟s 
personal networks, via local arts partners and through regional arts organisations. Poets were 
asked to submit a CV and letter outlining why they wished to take part. They needed to have 
an interest in or specific curiosity about science.  

I'm fascinated by the fact that evolution has not stopped, that it cannot stop. I have never written about 
the subject directly and really like the idea of sharing ideas and developing work with younger 
writers/performers that taps into Darwin's work through the eyes of a young person today.  
Polarbear 
 
In my mind it is impossible not to see the many links that exist between science and art, between the 
work of a naturalist and that of a poet. Curiosity, dedication, a language ripe with possibility and poetry – 
it is only fitting to mark the 200

th
 birthday of Charles Darwin with a project that brings practitioners from 

both sides together.  

Kimberly Trusty 

The Darwin specialists recruited were recommendation by the museum and festival partners 
or the Wellcome Trust. The scientists and curators involved were all committed to increasing 
public engagement with science and excited about bringing together the common approaches 
they share with artists to explore the contemporary impact of Darwin‟s ideas.  

The lead poets were: Anita Govan, Edinburgh; Valerie Laws, Newcastle; Dinesh Allirajah, Liverpool; 

Shirley May, Manchester; Kimberly Trust, Birmingham; Polarbear, Cambridge 
 
The Darwin and science specialists were: 

David McClay, Curator, John Murray Archive, National Library of Scotland 
Greg Hurst, Professor of Evolutionary Biology, University of Liverpool 
Noel Jackson Head of Education, Rella Laroe, Science Explainer, Centre for Life Newcastle 

Henry McGhie, Head of 'Natural Environments' Team, Curator of Zoology, Manchester Museum 

Mark Pallen, Professor of Microbial Genomics, University of Birmingham 
Djuke Veldhuis Science Communicator, Cambridge Darwin Festival and Leverhulme Centre for Human 
Evolutionary Studies 
 
The arts partners were: North Edinburgh Arts, Customs House and Theatre Royal Newcastle, 

Manchester Literature Festival, NuCentury Arts, Birmingham, The Junction, Cambridge. 

 

http://www.evolvingwords.org/
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Dissemination: Performances, Platforms, and Publication 
 
I've spent much of today devouring the website. It's confirmed my view from the moment I saw the 
proposal for Evolving Words last year - a really fantastic, exemplary & inspiring project, full of surprises. 
Katy Price, Anglia Ruskin University 

 
Performances: 1,805 people (a mixture of actual and estimated numbers provided by 
partners) attended eighteen performances including the London finale at Wellcome 
Collection. A Prague radio station broadcast their interview and recording of the Newcastle 
poem to at least some of their daily listening audience of 6000. A group from Norwich joined 
the projects and a podcast can be heard at (Future Radio 107.8 FM) 
http://www.northwalshamhigh.norfolk.sch.uk/radio.html. Further live performances are 
planned in Liverpool and Amsterdam during autumn 2010 
 

1. Websites: Since June 09 the Evolving Words website has received 32,334 visits and 
62,927 page views. The website is linked to nine of the partners‟ websites, and 
featured on those of Darwin200, International Year of Biodiversity and National 
Science Week. Also see blogpost 23 Oct 2009 on Manchester Literature Festival site. 

 
2. Print media: Performances were listed in 4 local newspapers, and covered on 3 local 

radio stations. Articles were featured in the Darwin200 newsletter, several in-house 
museum newsletters, the MLA magazine and in two national arts magazines Mailout 
and Upstart.   

 
3. Edinburgh Arts held a two-week exhibition in their café, estimated footfall 806. 

 
4. A Facebook group has 91 members. 

 
The experience has succeeded expectations by far. I never imagined there would be such a fantastic 
response to our work, from poets, writers, people from the Wellcome Trust... I never thought we would 
perform in York and London to so many people, and that so many people would be involved 
internationally. Being heard singing by thousands of people on Prague radio is an amazing thing to be 
able to say! Lydia Rose, 20 

 
Evaluation Methodology 
 
A questionnaire was distributed to all poets, scientists and young participants. There was 
verbal feedback from and discussions with other key partners, film-makers, poets, scientists 
and young people plus personal observation of workshops and performances. 17/55 written 
evaluations from young people were received; a further 20 were lost in the post. 6/6 poets 
and 5/7 Darwin specialists completed evaluation forms. 
 
Special thanks are due to:  
Daniel Glaser and Amy Sanders at Wellcome Trust who gave excellent support and advice. 
Samera Owusu-Tutu, the Evolving Words website manager who is flexible and enthusiastic. 

 
 

 

http://www.northwalshamhigh.norfolk.sch.uk/radio.html
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Reflections and Recommendations 
 

1. Poets, scientists and partners 
 
All the scientists gave good and productive support, the projects that worked best were 
characterized by poetry workshops that enabled strong input from the science or Darwin 
specialist, e.g. Cambridge, Newcastle, Liverpool, and Edinburgh. I was impressed by all the 
scientists‟ enthusiasm and the amount of time they were happy to offer. 
 
Overall the poets offered excellent creative expertise, insight and leadership to their 
groups. All the poets supported the recruitment of young writers and communications within 
the group.  
 
The Museums proved to be consistent, valuable collaborators offering specialist expertise, 
facilities, resources and out-of-hours or behind the scenes access which was appreciated. A 
wonderful cast of scholarly museum curators (aka National Treasures!) fired enthusiasm 
across the board. For example, the intimate access to their expertise was a seminal 
experience for the Liverpool young writers and their poet, Dinesh Allirajah, “The museum 
provided a fantastic laboratory for our learning, discussion and writing.”  
 

 
 
The various Festival partners offered outstanding support, status and profile in Newcastle, 
Manchester and Cambridge and for the latter two, thanks is due to their respective Directors, 
Cathy Bolton and Miranda Gomperts.  
 
Partnerships with the arts partner organizations worked best when they shared ownership 
of the project, taking responsibility for recruitment, pastoral care, providing space to meet and 
support with marketing. When identifying arts partners I was surprised at the lack of 
opportunities for young poets to meet and develop their work regularly in the same way that 
young actors, musicians and dancers can. There is no national youth poetry 
infrastructure. Apart from Young Identity in Manchester there were no dedicated poetry or 
writing projects in any of the other cities, although there were poetry networks for adults. 
Poetry writing is mainly offered on a project-by-project basis both in schools and within arts 
organizations. If this project were to be repeated a more productive approach might be to 
work more closely with a creative writing course at a college or university, although this would 
not have the social reach we achieved this time.  
 
Religious beliefs were a barrier to engaging with the subject matter in two of the cities. It was 
useful to have the opportunity to engage in the ensuing debates around factual knowledge, 
education and learning, poetic metaphors based on inaccuracies, the nature of poetic 
expression and the role of the editor/publisher.  

As part of the planning, the Youth Advisory Group and the short residential workshop for 
poets and science specialists were fruitful and highly recommended for future projects. 

Darwin200 (based at Natural History Museum) provided promotional support and access to 
resources such as image banks. Finally, the Wellcome Trust was a valued and respected 
partner for all the key players. 
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2. Recruitment 
 
Recruiting teenagers and young adults for a project about Darwin was accepted as a 
challenge from the outset. Amy Sanders at Wellcome Trust had discussed marketing 
strategies with me, based on their experience with other Darwin200 projects and cited some 
challenges with „the D word‟. Partners were advised to focus their efforts on the creative 
writing aspect, working with a professional poet, exclusive access behind the scenes at 
museums, opportunities to perform and to be part of a national project. The hook for the 
science aspect was the chance to explore “What is all the fuss about Charles Darwin and his 
earth shattering theory of Evolution?” The participants themselves acknowledged 
uncertaintanties around taking part in any thing to do with science, from being beaten up on 
their estate to being labelled a nerd. Word of mouth recruitment worked best to overcome 
these misgivings. Despite this advice, some venues thought the best way to recruit was by 
sending a letter to schools with the word Darwin at the top, to which there was with a zero 
response. In future I would insist on their use of centrally generated text being used to 
promote the project, rather than merely offering examples and making suggestions. 
 

 
 

3. Learning 
 
The residential for poets and scientists was cited by several as an attractive and important 
part of preparation for the project. One advantage of the project taking place out of school 
and college hours was the consequent availability of the science professionals who could fit 
this commitment around their main work schedule. The informal setting also meant that the 
participants, unconstrained by any curriculum demands, could lead exploration of the subject 
freely. The teaching and learning was collaborative and employed a variety of styles and 
approaches common to artistic and scientific enquiry. Because participation was 
voluntary and the interactive learning offered novelty, variety, interest, challenge and 
playfulness plus some clear, time-based goals and tangible outcomes, those who participated 
expressed high satisfaction with their experiences. 

The project has been part of the Museums‟ strategies to engage teenagers and young adults 
with their collections beyond the classroom.  

I would also like to note that this kind of UK national project is a very strong model, a good opportunity to 
get involved in something happening across the country with a shared output.  
Emma Faragher, National Library of Scotland 
 

Where the creative endeavours flourished, the interests in the subject matter and in 
positive outcomes for the young people were deeply shared. The distinguished academic was 
genuinely interested in the questions of the 16 year old new to thinking about evolution‟s 
impact on their lives. The poet appreciated Darwin‟s use of language. The poet, scientist and 
young writers had to figure out ways of looking at the ideas, breaking them down, considering 
different perspectives and making connections with meaning that all could share and 
comprehend. Most of the participants knew very little about the subject. The process was 
fascinating, challenging and enjoyable. There was time to be stimulated, to observe, to 
question and discuss, to argue, to experiment with ideas and let them incubate, to write, 
critique and finally to commit to a poem, a performance, a film. The project illustrated so many 
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of the processes the arts and science share. I liked to observe the way both the scientists and 
the writers would pick up on details when observing objects or discussing a topic and how 
these details would pop up later in a poem, sometimes quite randomly.  
 
 

4. Young Poets 
 

 
 
The young poets found the experience had a positive impact on their writing; it also 
broadened their approach and their interest in science. “I was surprised at how interesting the 
topic was.”  Their poetry is full of original, unexpected observations, insights and metaphors 
that make an authentic connection to Darwin the man and the legacy of his work today. Most 
stated that the project had met or exceeded their expectations.  The key factors valued by 
all were around learning about science and writing, new experiences and opportunities to 
meet people, to travel and perform, work with poets and that the project was fun and 
interesting. Many talked about their personal development – increase in confidence, ambition, 
awareness of their own ability and the challenge of writing poetry based on the knowledge 
that they had acquired about evolution and Darwin. 9/17 felt it had changed their perceptions 
of science and scientists and 11/17 had more interest in science. 
 
Darwin's thought processes, observational skills – amazing. Victoria 17  

Also see her blog http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0mlR3D3q_I 
 
Writing it was a challenge- I hadn’t done poetry like that before, and getting to know all the information 
about the topic before we started writing about it was quite hard at first. Craig, 19 

The religious beliefs held by some participants presented a serious obstacle to their 
engagement with Darwin‟s science and particular challenges to the scientists and poets. It 
was useful and necessary to have absolute clarity about the purpose of the project, its 
educational function, the distinct natures of scientific theory and religious beliefs. Poetry‟s 
economical and selective use of language helped us interrogate meaning and metaphor, 
highlight pseudo-scientific inaccuracies and encourage logical thought and analysis.  

The pastoral support of the young people during the project was key to their engagement 
and continued participation. This was a key aspect of the partnership agreements. In one city 
a high dropout rate reflected the initial poor quality of the pastoral support and communication 
for that project, later rectified by a staff change. In Birmingham and Newcastle the poet took 
on the pastoral role and in Cambridge it was the science communicator.  
 
The timescale envisaged for the young people‟s participation in their local project was six 
weeks with a further weekend or couple of days to make the film. In some cities, for a range 
of reasons, this was drawn out. In future I would recommend trying to ensure the project is 
completed within two months. In response to the questions about how the project had been 
run, five young people specifically commented that they felt it had been well run, and two 
gave special thanks to the organizers.  
 
The young people felt that the Evolving Words format could be used for other themes. They 
suggested topics, which fell into historical, science and teenage sexual health and well-
being categories.  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y0mlR3D3q_I
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The whole experience of the London event impressed most and almost overwhelmed others. 
Most of the 12 young people performing had not visited the city before and appreciated being 
able to stay in a local hostel and do some site-seeing the next morning. 
 

 
 

5. Performance, films and music commission 
 
The performance element offered challenge for most but increased their confidence and 
motivation. One of my objectives was to give young poets the opportunity to infiltrate non-
arts settings and present their creative enquiry where their voice might not usually be heard. 
As well as theatres, arts centres and pub poetry events, performances also took place at a 
scientific conference, a shopping centre, private views of science exhibitions, amongst 
museum gallery visitors, for a lecture audience at a zoo and to leading international scientists 
gathered for the Cambridge Darwin Festival launch. A total of eighteen performances have 
been attended by1805 people to date, and further performances are planned for autumn 
2010. 
 
I didn’t expect it to go into so much depth with Darwin etc, how he travelled the world etc. It 
was a lot better than what I thought it would be. I thought it might be just a small project, I 
never thought it would get to London. It’s actually surpassed everything I thought it would be! 
Steve 17 
 
The film was approached differently in each city, although 4/6 involved the whole group in 
making decisions about the film and/or involving them in production.  
 
As a project organiser the focus that a third party (film makers) can bring to a creative project, 
this provided additional focus and inspiration for the group.  
Emma Faragher NLS 
 

 
 
 
This public event at the Wellcome Collection in London gave the project an aspirational, 
motivating goal. It was also an opportunity for representatives of all the cities and the 
Wellcome Trust to meet and celebrate the work. Young poets shared the stage with headline 
act Soweto Kinch. Soweto, an award winning writer, hip-hop artist and jazz musician was 
commissioned by Evolving Words to create a new work inspired by Darwin and Evolution.  
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So many of Darwin’s ideas, for instance on the equality of faiths, were light years ahead of his 
age. I found writing this piece both inspiring and a challenge to only stand up for things I really 
believe in. Soweto Kinch 
 
The entire event process with Wellcome Trust events team, from planning, promotion, 
installation of the set, technical set-up, rehearsal and performance was enjoyable. The Forum 
space in the Wellcome Collection was imaginatively transformed by an installation 
commissioned from recent Central theatre design graduate Charlotte Chatfield. The music set 
was enhanced with Darwin inspired/related projected visuals and the evening was warmly 
hosted by poet Jacob Sam La-Rose. The ambience and atmosphere was brilliant as the 
packed audience responded appreciatively to the performances. The six films were screened 
over the weekend in the Forum during the main collection opening hours. 
 

6. www.evolvingwords.org 
 
The website has proved to be a useful and attractive platform for the project which will be 
run until end 2012. It continues to be used by participants and other visitors. This and 
platforms such as Facebook are ideal for this work. The participants didn‟t use Twitter or blog 
themselves (with one teenage exception) but in the future I envisage greater use of this 
network as it is popular with poets and Young Identity‟s performance was reviewed by a 
blogger on the Manchester Literature Festival site, www.manchesterliteraturefestival.co.uk 
As a result of viewing the site, Evolving Words has been invited to speak and perform at 
Kunstfactor Live! in October 2010, an arts and science festival in Amsterdam. 
 

7. Managing expectations 
 
Clear aims and objectives for the project, project plans with milestones and goals and good 
communication helped to ensure that expectations for most participants were realistic and 
managed well.  Several participants commented on the clear direction and good organisation. 
Being able to respond flexibly and creatively within the boundaries of the project if local 
circumstances changed was an advantage. The project delivered on all its stated aims and 
objectives. A legacy of relationships and partnerships will continue for both individuals and 
organisations beyond Darwin200. The evaluations feedback also indicates new or changed 
ways of working and new mindsets that reflect the opportunity to engage creatively with 
science and scientists. 

 
A gene so keen on surviving its developed a me . 

A coating of human, within which to live. 
So me I‟m just an armoury. Why I am. 

I‟m human. 
 

Anna Rowntree 21 
 

Photo credits: 
Pau Ros, Elizabeth Lynch, Wellcome Images, Liquid Photos, Hema Karecha, Djuke Veldhuis 

 
 
 
 

http://www.evolvingwords.org/
http://www.manchesterliteraturefestival.co.uk/
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Evolving Words City Highlights  
Edinburgh 
 
If you take the time to discuss science in a detailed, creative and personalised way you can get anyone 
interested in it. David McClay, Curator 

 
Partners: National Library of Scotland, John Murray Archive: David McClay, Curator, Emma 
Faragher Education & Outreach Officer; North Edinburgh Arts; Poet, Anita Govan; Film: 
Glasseye Films 
 
The Edinburgh programme was ambitious, highly imaginative and responded well to both 
expected and unforeseen challenges. The Library is keen to break down social and cultural 
barriers to the museum‟s use by new audiences and community groups. 
 

 
 

The group had a variety of needs, competencies and interests. However, the format of the project 
enabled us to find ways that everyone could contribute in a way suited their personal strengths.  
 
It was noted that the group was perhaps unusual in terms of the national project in that many groups 
included a scientific expert who could explore some of Darwin’s theories, and the modern scientific 
context in detail.  However it was agreed that considering Darwin’s personal links with Edinburgh, and 
the strength of the John Murray Archive collection in revealing the story of Origin a historical, personal 
focus was appropriate for our group – and provided inspiration and interest for participants. 
 
The project delivered a fantastic poem and film that successfully brought together our collections at NLS 
with the participant group. This was due to the strength of the geographical link between Darwin and 
North Edinburgh, meaning the group could visit places Darwin actually went to too, discuss his ideas, 
view the collection and make meaning – and poetry from their experiences in relation to their own life. 
Above quotes all taken form NLS evaluation 

 

Newcastle 
 
I thought science was quite boring at school but (this project) was really interesting. And the scientists 
were all canny! Chris Martin, 17 
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Partners: Centre for Life, Noel Jackson, Head of Education, Rella Laroe, Science Explainer; 
The Customs House, Mary Lowe, Cultural Development; Poet, Valerie Laws; Film, Dan Horn 
 
“We had a full science day at Centre for Life and learned about Darwin’s life and theories. The group 
mainly focused on natural selection of the fittest, and intelligent design (or lack of!), and what these 
mean for human beings and our place in the world.” Valerie Laws 

 
Noel Jackson was delighted with the performance – “a good poem and good science.” This 
project‟s success was due to the knowledge, enthusiasm and commitment of the poet. Valerie 
took on the role of group facilitator and after the performance during National Science Week 
went on to arrange performances in pub poetry venues, at the Custom‟s House as a curtain 
raiser one evening and to support the group at performance in York and London.  
 

 
 

Now I can see the different ways science can be seen. You initially think about scientists as in their lab 
coats, all experiments and business, no fun to it, but now I know it’s different! They were all great. 
Steve Rafferty, 17 
 
I’m a lot more interested in science now, because I understand it and know how things work. 
Craig Walker, 19 

 
The main challenge was “going from knowing nothing about science to having to write poems about it 
and give an actual accurate portrayal of it.” Lydia Rose, 19 

 

Liverpool 
 
The apparent contradiction between poetry and science is in fact a natural union: scientists ask 
questions and writers tell stories; writers ask questions and scientists tell stories. Dinesh Allirajah, Poet 

 
Partners: World Museum Liverpool; University of Liverpool: Professor of Evolutionary Biology, 
Greg Hurst; Poet, Dinesh Allirajah; Film, Adam Tallon 
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The Museum curators fired the enthusiasm of all participants. The access to their expertise 
and the collections `behind the scenes‟ was a seminal experience for the poet and the young 
writers.  
 
I’ve not only gained new knowledge but the project has had a lasting effect on the way I approach my 
writing. The young people’s work was outstanding. It would have been great if all those who had the 
experience of workshops had produced poetry, but the museum provided a fantastic laboratory for our 
learning, discussion and writing.  Dinesh Allirajah 
 
Haven’t done much with 14-18 year olds for a long time, and they are particularly surprising… 
I occasionally dribble a poem into my lectures…. Professor Greg Hurst 
 

On 9 December 2010 the Liverpool and Manchester poets, Professor Hurst and Dinesh 
Alllirajah will present current and new work inspired by Evolution at Bluecoat Chambers. 
 

Manchester 
 
A  transformation happens and the gallery is brought to life with a blast of youthful energy and 
enthusiasm. Thoughtful, humorous and reflective words ring out in performances that show off talent 
and confidence in spades. The subject matter has sparked a range of themes, from personal struggles 
reconciling evolution with religion to ponderings on how technology will affect future evolution. 
 
There are many highlights, but as Saquib Chowdhury walks down the staircase at the front of the room 
reciting his poem on the supposed conflict between religion and evolution, he has the audience hanging 
off every word. His conclusion – 'Evolution does not interfere with morality' – is met with cheers from the 
audience. 
Kath Horwill, former Head of History at a Bury comprehensive blogging on Manchester Literature 
Festival website 

 

 
 
Partners: Manchester Museum, Henry McGhie, Head of 'Natural Environments' Team and 
Curator of Zoology; Manchester Literature Festival, Cathy Bolton, Director; Young Identity 
Poets; Poet, Shirley May; Film, Hema Karecha 

 
The project was well supported by Manchester Literature and Science Festival and the 
Manchester Museum. The young poets were an existing poetry group, Young Identity, and I 
was signposted to them both by the Festival and by Contact Theatre, where the group meet. 
The poet, Shirley May, was keen to take part in the project in spite of some misgivings due to 
her religious beliefs. Henry McGhie‟s initial tours with the group `behind the scenes‟ were 
highly engaging. The Museum‟s Darwin exhibition curated by Henry, inspired one of the 
young writers and rovided a wonderful setting for the film poem Human Butterfly. 
 

Birmingham 
 
Partners: University of Birmingham, Professor Mark Pallen Professor of Microbial Genomics; 
NuCentury Arts, Don Kinch; Poet, Kimberly Trusty; Film, Nathan Jones 
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A trip to the Lapworth Museum and the guided tour through Shrewsbury was fantastic. It was mind 
expanding and fun. We looked at adaptation, natural history and Darwin's early life. 
Marrying science and art is a fantastic idea and should be encouraged - we have more in common than 
people think! Kimberley Trusty, Poet 

 
Young poets said:  
I learn new things that I didn't think I would find interesting. 
I was surprised at how interesting the topic was. 
The world's creation. the nature of humanity, we explored them by group discussions and research.  
 

The young poets were offered a platform with support-act status to two high profile artists at 
NuCentury‟s LiveBox autumn 2009 events at the Drum Arts Centre. Two of the poets worked 
closely with Nathan Jones to create striking and sensitive poetry films. 
 

Cambridge 
 
The conflict between the arts and science is a well documented one, so it is rare that an 
opportunity arises to combine both.  Anna, 20 Cambridge 

 
Partners: Miranda Gomperts, Cambridge Darwin Festival; Djuke Veldhuis, Leverhulme 
Centre for Human Evolutionary Studies; The Junction; Poet, Polarbear; Film: Jennifer 
Nightingale 

 
Cult spoken word artist Polarbear and Djuke Veldhuis bonded during the Sanger Institute 
residency and led the group of 14-21 year olds with aplomb. 
 
The best thing about being involved was the amazing group and my scientific goddess Djuke. Polarbear  
Djuke and Polarbear were mad and brilliant, and helped us create.  Carn 14 
 
We looked at skulls around Leverhulme Centre for Human Evolutionary Studies, we went to museums 
and a zoo and discussed everything at length…..the people in it were actually really cool, mostly not 
nerds at all. They were all very talented. Carn 14 

 
The Cambridge Darwin Festival arranged for the group to perform at the Festival launch party 
in the Botanic Gardens to an appreciative audience containing many leading evolutionary 
scientists. I was surprised that scientists loved our work so much! It was really encouraging. Jess, 18 

 
This was followed by a sell-out show at The Junction in the small studio to an audience of 
family, friends, young people, Polarbear fans and general Festival goers. Both events 
generated a great atmosphere. The Junction event was a double bill featuring Polarbear‟s 
own work, cleverly woven between the Evolving Words poems. The film making process 
continued to engage the whole group in their exploration of Darwin‟s world with scenes shot 
at the local zoo. The camera‟s eye observed the details of shape and texture close-up and 
personal with a selection of living forms. 
 

 
 

Performing - I was terrified and still mega excited about doing it -I felt a rush from people actually 
wanting to hear what I wrote and not being pushed aside. Jess 18 
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Appendix 1 Aims of the Evolving Words Residencies 
 

1. The Poetry residencies will aim to generate a body of high quality poetry that can 
reach a wide audience through a range of live performance and online platforms. The 
latter will include an anthology and short films that will use the poems as their script. 
The poetry will offer young people‟s thought-provoking perspectives, insights and 
reflections in response to their exposure to Darwin‟s ideas and legacy. The 
participants will have the opportunity to work with leading poets and scientists (or 
other related specialists, e.g. philosophers).  

 
2. The poets and science specialists recruited to run the projects will themselves 

participate in a two-day workshop facilitated by the Wellcome Trust which will explore 
effective ways to stimulate debate and communication related to Darwin‟s work and 
its impact today. These specialists will benefit from a rare inter-disciplinary 
experience that will inform their future work in communicating and exploring ideas 
around bio-medical science and culture. It will also be an opportunity for partners‟ 
institutions to explore how each of their collections can be imaginatively used as a 
resource for this project.  

 
Quality will be more important than quantity when it comes to the production and 
dissemination of the new creative work. However, the process of investigation and creation 
will be as valued as the final selection of work that will be presented to a wider audience. 

 
The Evolving Words programme will offer 
 

1. Young people a creative opportunity to engage with Darwin‟s work and legacy 
2. Poets and scientists professional development through an inter-disciplinary 

exploration of Darwin‟s impact and imaginative approaches to its communication  
3. An opportunity/resource for non-arts institutions who are running programmes that 

engage young people with the impact of Darwin‟s work on current science and related 
debate  

4. High quality, original content for events to mark Darwin200 which provide 
perspectives and insights from young voices who are often under-represented 
outside audiences of their peers 

5. Stimulating and attractive content for online material for YouTube/Myspace that 
can be linked to partner and Wellcome Trust websites. This should have appeal to 
other young people and will be a resource for teachers. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 


